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Author Theme: Winegard video entertainment select (Read 7287 times) advertising ▼ Scroll to page 2 of 4 banner Thank you for participating! * Your assessment is very important in improving the artificial intelligence work that makes up the content of this project This item does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll take a look at that.
05-27-2019, 01:36 PM #1 Member Log Date: Apr 2019 Posts: 37 Winegard Entertainment Select Hi just purchased by older Damon Escaper. It features a Box of Winegard Entertainment Select Amplified. I think the box is also a model for 2004, as his age looks like, but still in excellent condition. The question is how I connect it with 12V
power or it even needs it. It looks like it can be mechanical buttons, so you don't know that I need power to switch cable/OTA/DVR. I would write a picture if I could understand that, but so far no luck. Do I even need a hook to power? Where can I get the power plug because it's a weird 12V hook. Does it still work, minus reinforced, without
power? Aid! ________________ Dana N Maritza - US Army CW4 (retired) 2004 Damon Escaper Model 4176 ISL 400HP Cummins DamMars Dream Lake Dallas, TX 05-27-2019, 01:45 PM #3 member login date: Apr 2019 Notifications: 37 Yes that helped but the power supply is a problem. I've never seen anything like that type of power
plug from 12V. Understand, I have to find a 12V source wiring it, but the plug that goes to the back of the box is a problem. Any idea where to get one? ________________ Dana N Maritza - US Army CW4 (retired) 2004 Damon Escaper Model 4176 ISL 400HP Cummins DamMars Dream Lake Dallas, TX 05-27-2019, 01:54 PM #4 Senior
Member Log Date: Jul 2000 Posts: 3236 so RV just had a box and no cables attached? You can try to call winegard tomorrow. ________________ Rich, Ham Radio, Sports Pilot Retired 9-1-1 2016 Itasca Suncruiser 38Q/2010 Jeep Liberty 05-27-2019, 03:32 PM #5 Community Moderator Tiffin Owners Club Login Date: September 2013
Location: DFW, Texas Posts: 6,934 It is often referred to here as BOMB (Box of Many Buttons) and you do not need power to switch cable, antenna, etc. 12v used only for OTA antenna amplifier. The buttons simply select coax input/outputs to different TVs. ________________ 2017 Phaeton 40IH XSH Maroon Coral - Power Glide
Chassis with IF Formerly '15 Tiffin Allegro RED 38QRA and '06 Itasca Sunrise 35A'16 Jeep JKU Wrangler Sahara or '08 Honda Goldwing 05-27-2019, 05:02 #6 Member Log Date: Apr 2019 Posts: 37 Quote: Originally published in Lt. Dan This is often called a bomb (Box of Many Buttons) and you do not need the power to switch cable,
antenna, etc. 12v used only for OTA antenna amplifier. Buttons just select coax input/outputs to another Thanks!!! That's what I was looking for! I thought it would work without an amplifier as it was used before and OTA already has an amplifier. I'll try to hook him up tomorrow! Now I have to do something! ______________________
Dana N Maritza - US Army CW4 (retired) 2004 Damon Escaper Model 4176 ISL 400HP Cummins DamMars Dream Lake Dallas, TX    
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